
VALUE PROPOSITION
Eproval saves time, money and drives enhanced stakeholder engagement and transparency. 

The platform prevents errors, is flexible, easy to use and scales along with your needs. 

In addition to driving compliance, the solution acts as a central archive to 

quickly duplicate processes or act as a legal audit repository.

Savings in time & money, faster, more efficient, fewer errors
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Transparency in the permitting process, visibility, steps taken

Engagement of stakeholders in the permitting process

Extendable or scalable as needed, dynamic forms, modules

Permitting compliance, drives awareness of codes, penalties

Legal audit, central archive, duplication of similar processes

Easy and flexible in setup and configuration, easy to learn



Eproval drives costs out of the special event permitting cycle by automating manual, and often outdated, paper 

processes. This saves money on printing costs, eliminates unnecessary administrative time for processing and approval, 

streamlines fee collection and reduces waste, ultimately supporting clean city initiatives.

Eproval saves applicants time by guiding them through the application process (smart forms), duplicating similar 

applications and reducing errors for inaccurate data. Similarly, administrators benefit from workflows that ease the burden 

of the review process, driving stakeholder engagement and ultimately reducing the number of meetings.

SavingsS

Eproval facilitates transparency for applicants by allowing them to check their application status and see where their 

permits are in the approval chain.

Eproval facilitates transparency for approvers and stakeholders by providing visibility into the permit process, approver 

status & what steps have been completed.

Transparency
T

Eproval drives enhanced stakeholder engagement for those in the approval chain by coordinating online collaboration 

between city administrators and local government departments (police, fire, engineering and sanitation) with real-time 

alerts.

Eproval drives enhanced communication by replacing memos with alerts and real-time visibility into the status of 

approved and pending permit applications.

EngagementE

Eproval can be extended to other uses beyond just special event permitting (such as race event permits, block party 

permits, marine event permits, special activity permits).

Eproval forms will dynamically extend triggered by an applicant’s response.

Eproval allows for flexible module extensions such as permit generator, calendar, payments & invoicing, eCommerce and 

reports.

ExtendableE

Eproval ensures complete forms by making fields mandatory and providing guidelines.

Eproval ensures compliance with city codes by making applicants aware of all regulations and codes they have agreed to 

(such as alcohol, road closures, zoning, public works, health, fire, police, recreation & parks, environmental standards and 

zero waste).

Permitting complianceP

Eproval’s centralized storage offers an archiving capability that saves time searching for records. All records are 

preserved if needed later for legal disputes or audits.

Legal auditL

Eproval is easy to use, easy to learn, and comes with a user guide and ample training.

Eproval is flexible in migrating any process regardless of order, complexity or steps.

Eproval facilitates setup of any type of form - create any report, configure any process.

Eproval’s client success team works with accounts to setup new forms to prevent any burden on clients during 

implementation.

Easy to use & flexible implementationE


